Understanding the World/ Science

PE

Unit Title—The Body and Skeleton

. Key Skills—Balancing and throwing skills

Key Knowledge-Children will also learn about the importance of keeping healthy and the things that contribute to
sandpaper, soft fabric and shiny bottle tops to build a sensory wall.

Key vocabulary-Owl, owlets, babies, mummy, flying, wood,
fox, hedgehog, bat, badger.
Running, moving, slowly, quickly, arms, waving, gliding, softly, quietly, silently, shuffling, darting

Key Vocabulary—skeleton, decorate, turn, piece, next, hat, head, body, arms, legs, bones, hands, feet,

Yoga– listening, looking following instructions, stretch,
warm up, relaxation and wind down.

this by, for example, cooking or identifying fruit and vegetables. Children might collect materials, such as rough

Key Skills Developed— Observations of people and plants– making observations of themselves through photos of
baby, toddler and child. Discussions of what ch could not do and can do now.
Simple descriptions of the world around them. Looking at objects and pictures and discussing what they can see.
Children built skeletons with Art straws and understood the vital organs are protected by certain parts of the
skeleton. Discussing and handling X-rays.
Asks questions about aspects of their familiar world.
Generating a variety of ideas for testing heartrate

Unit Title— Me and my family

Music
Funny bones song and dance Head shoulders
knees and toes song and dance and poems
Technology– Purple Mash

Make observations about where things are e.g. within school or local area.

distance of places using vocab near, far, further away, next to and close.

Term and Focus—Autumn 1
Key Texts-Bible stories

Key Knowledge-To identify the primary colours: red, yellow and blue.

scribe them.
Phonics Phase 2 and 3, Letter formation, letter recognition, segmenting, blending, sound buttons, phoneme frames,
use of Robert the Robot and Robot arms to hear sounds. Flash cards for quick words and HFW.
Key vocabulary—Story, start, beginning, middle, end, characters, set, owl, mummy, baby, feelings, fly, nest, tree,
wood.

Key Knowledge— read and write simple addition and subtraction calculations. Solve simple
word problems, use careful counting, read, write and recognise numbers 1-20
Key Vocabulary—altogether, more, plus, add, addition, few, more, less, take-away, subtraction, minus, tall, short, wide, narrow, heavy, light, number names, 2d shape names,

RE

Environment Maths
Order, recognise and form 1-10

Unit Title- I am Special Early Years Chatterbox Unit: Special People

Order in size order small to tall

Key Questions—How do we know that we are special in the eyes of God? How do we know that God is our heavenly
father? What are my favourite things? Why are names important?

Recognise prime colour

Key Knowledge—give pupils an understanding that they are unique and special. To know they are loved, valued and
made by God.

Environment Writing
Label construction models

Key Vocabulary—God, love, father and unique
Unit Title- Special People
Key Questions—Who is special? What makes someone special? How do we decide who is special? What do special
people do? Why is Jesus special? Who is special to me?
Key Knowledge—give pupils an opportunity to explore Christian values through their own actions and the actions of
others, highlight the role of significant/special people in pupil’s lives,
emphasise the ways in which Jesus was a special person.
Key Vocabulary-Love, trust, compassion, generosity, courage, Jesus, miracle and Bible.

Expressive Arts and Design

Artist Focus—Giuseppe Arcimboldi (fruit face)

you rewrite the story from her point of view? Write a similar story which includes different creatures. Act out

1-1 correspondence, counting irregular objects, Number and place value, Sorting and compar-

Writing own name, mark making and letter formation

Unit Title—Art with fruit

Before reading to the end, ask children to predict where the owls' mum has gone to. Why did she leave them? Could

Focus—Number and Place value, Addition and Subtraction,

Follow directions (Up, down, left/right, forwards/backwards)
Draw picture maps Discuss and arrange, recognise photos of the local area, estimating the

ent types of punctuation. Find each type and explain why it is there. Introduce Capital letters.

Maths

Key Knowledge— where do we live and where are wider families from.

Key Skills Developed— Teacher led enquiries, to ask and respond to simple closed questions. Use information books/pictures as sources of information.

Grammatical knowledge developed- Beginning to be aware of the way stories are structured, locate and rec differ-

the owls' mum telling them not to worry while she has gone. Look at pictures, using these to think of words to de-

Christian Value—Endurance

Key Vocabulary— city, town, village, factory, farm, house, office, shop, beach, cliff, forest, hill, mountain, sea, ocean, river, soil, season and weather

Key Texts– ‘Owl Babies’ by Martin Waddell

the story and discuss the feelings of the babies and their mum at different points in the story? Write a note from

Children tasted a variety of foods and decided whether they were foods in the bitter, sweet, sour or savory
category. Ch learnt about taste buds and the reaction made by us as we try diff foods, Ch used all senses,
sight, taste, smell and touch. Discussed chocolate melts in the mouth from the heat of the mouth becomes a
liquid from a solid.

People and Community/Geography and History

English

Enhancement Ops

Children thinking od a loved one that they would like to pray for, some ch understood the poorly, less fortunate are
who we pray for. Ch scribed a variety of hopes, prayers and wishes. Area and children blessed by Rev Carol and Rev
Mckie.

Parents of alternative faiths visit Reception to
talk about faith, religion community.

Personal, social and emotional education
Unit Title—Me and my family

To observe primary colours found in famous artwork, To draw a self-portrait from a photograph.
Communication and Language

Key Vocabulary—Primary, mixing, paint, water, brush, bright, dark, light, change, self portrait, mirror, shape, line, features of the face, expression, mixing, wiping, brush, amounts
of water, wet, dry, bright and light. Key Skills Developed– Children will be able to identify
primary colours used in famous art work. Children will recognise the work of Guiseppe.
Children will begin to explore their facial features and create a self-portrait using pencils.
Children will be able to paint a self-portrait from a photograph.

Beginning to use more complex sentences to
link thoughts . Beginning to understand ‘why’
and ‘how’ questions. Listens to others one to
one or in small groups, when conversation interests them.

Twinkl resource supported children’s learning around the life of the artist and the Geography of where he was born, where he worked and lived. Ch using the globe to spot Italy,
identify the shape of it. Owls created to visualise 3 Owls in size order, linked with pairs
of eyes, and wings.

Listening to peers and making relevant comments, respect opinion of another and giving a
chance to your friend to apologise. Independently resolve conflicts where possible

Key Knowledge- collaboration, such as parachute activities and ring games, stability in staffing, key person relationships and in grouping of the children
Key Vocabulary– Mood, move, happy, sad, surprised, scared, angry, excited, fast, slow, walk,
jump, bounce, run, stamp, skip.
Key Skills Developed-self-confidence and self-awareness- to develop confidence in who they
are and what they can do and in expressing their own ideas
Managing feelings and behaviour– to understand their own feelings and other people’s feelings, and how they learn to manage their feelings without letting them spill out at every small
annoyance they meet.
Making relationships- to get along with other children and with adults
Practicing Yoga weekly, understand the process of warming up, relaxing, stretching and winding down.

Understanding the World/ Science
Unit Title—Healthy foods
Key Knowledge-Children will also learn about the importance of keeping healthy and the
things that contribute to this by, for example, making fruit kebabs. Growing magic beans
for Jack.
Key Vocabulary—Healthy, unhealthy, soil, sun, growth, water, feed, sprout, light, leaf,

PE

English

Key Skills—basic movements including running, jumping, throwing
and catching, as well as developing balance, agility and coordination, and begin to apply these in a range of activities

Key Texts– ‘The Gingerbread Man, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, The Diwali story of Ram, Sita and Laxman, The Nativity

Key vocabulary-Walking, running, leaping, hopping, flying,
gliding, softly, quietly, silently, shuffling, darting. Yoga–
listening, looking following instructions, stretch, warm up,
relaxation and wind down.

Reading focus—Recognising initial sounds , Listens to and joins in with stories and poems, one-to-one and also in small groups. Look-

Grammatical knowledge developed–

ing at story structure beg, mid and end. Describe main story setting, events and characters. Show interest in illustrations and print
in books and print in the environment. Link sound to letter. Name and sound the letters of the alphabet.
Writing Focus—Name writing. Correct letter-formation. Begin to write labels and captions. Learn to segment and blend sounds in
simple words. Use Capitals when writing own name. Introduce features of a sentence; capital letter, finger space and full stop.

stem, shoot and root

Phonics Phase 2 and 3, quick words, HFW, Letter formation, blend and segment, Letter formation, letter recognition, segmenting,

Key Skills Developed— Simple descriptions of the world around them.

and HFW.

blending, sound buttons, phoneme frames, use of Robert the Robot and Robot arms to hear sounds. Flash cards for quick words

Looking at objects and pictures and discussing what they can see.

Music— Nativity

Asks questions about aspects of their familiar world why and how.

Technology– Purple Mash and Phonics play

Key vocabulary—Story, start, beginning, middle, end, characters, set.

Maths

People and Community/Geography and History
Theme -Where am I?

Term and Focus—Autumn 2
Key Texts-Christmas and Diwali
Christian Value—Peace

Key vocabulary– Home, community, city, town, neighbour, country, street, road,
area
Key questions—Where are you in the nursery or school? What is in the room and
where is it (near what, next to what…)? What is around the base or classroom?
What else is around you and where is it in the building and grounds? Where are
you in the neighbourhood, and what is there - where? Does our neighbourhood,
village, part of town, town/city have a name? Which country are we in? What
planet do we live on, and what shape is it? How big is it? Who has seen a globe
and played with it? What do you know?
Key knowledge– Understand we live in Manchester, Name the area, Recognise street name
for home and school,

Order, recognise and form 1-10
Order in size order small to tall
Recognise prime colour

Writing own name, mark making and letter formation
Expressive Arts and Design-continue

Key Knowledge-To identify the primary colours: red, yellow and blue.

Enhancement Ops
Non– Christian faith parents visit to discuss
festivals like Christmas for them.

To observe primary colours found in famous artwork, To draw a self-portrait from a photograph.
Key Vocabulary—Primary, mixing, paint, water, brush, bright, dark, light, change, self portrait, mirror, shape,
line, features of the face, expression, mixing, wiping, brush, amounts of water, wet, dry, bright and light.

Communication and Language
Beginning to use more complex sentences to link thoughts

Baby Jesus In A Manger Christmas cards, Christmas star, Party crown and Christmas reef. Key knowledge-ch
listen to the Nativity story and lead into crafts. Ch will know the Christmas story. Name the correct colours
and materials used.

Listens to others one to one or in small groups, when conversation interests them.

Key skills– focus, perseverance, observation, fine motor skills, hand separation to use scissors, fine motor skills,
negotiation skills.

RE
Unit Title- Celebrating Christmas, How do we celebrate Jesus’ birthday?
Key Knowledge—explore the nativity story in a variety of ways and ensure pupils know that Christmas is the celebration of Jesus’ birth.

Key Questions—What is a birthday? When is your birthday? In what ways do you celebrate your birthday? How do
we celebrate Jesus’ birthday? Why was Jesus a special baby?
Posada-The journey of Mary and Joseph.
Children shared the journey and said a prayer for all of our families.
Diwali story told by AR ch learnt of another non Christian faith and festival
Key knowledge– similarities and differences in celebrations, good above evil,
Key skills-understand and respect the Diversity within our world.
Key Vocabulary—Sita, Ram, Hanuman, Laxman, Raavan, Rangoli, Festival, Light, candles, Diya, sequence, story, setting, gifts, decorations,
Key questions– How do Hindus celebrate Diwali? What are the similarities to Christian celebrations, Christmas, Easter, Harvest? Are we allowed to celebrate any festicvals? What’s the most important thing about all of these celebrations? Why do we spend family time together?

Personal, social and emotional education
Unit Title—All about Me: Emotions Key questions-How do you know when someone is happy?

Key Skills Developed– Children will be able to identify primary colours used in famous art work. Children will recognise the work of Guiseppe. Children will begin to explore their facial features and create a self-portrait using
pencils. Children will be able to paint a self-portrait from a photograph.

Key Vocabulary– Manger, stable, Jesus, crib, Swaddling, nesting, cut, stick, glue, pressure, fold, roll, cylinder,
snowflake, stocking, measure, size, choose, pick, decide, sprinkle, dab,

Key Vocabulary—altogether, more, plus, add, addition, few, more, less, take-away, subtraction, minus, tall, short, wide, narrow, heavy, light, number names, 2d shape names, lenghth,
height, Consolidation

Key Vocabulary—Christmas, Jesus, Bethlehem, Mary, Joseph, donkey, inn, shepherds, star and stable

Label construction models

Artist Focus—Giuseppe Arcimboldo (fruit face)

Key Knowledge— counting objects and actions, count irregular objects addition and subtraction calculations. Solve simple word problems, use careful counting, read, write and recognise
numbers 1-20. Say number 1 more or 1 less than any given number.

Environment Maths

Environment Writing

Unit Title—Art with fruit

Focus—Number and Place value, Addition and Subtraction,

Beginning to understand ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions.

Children writing letters to Santa, list form and full sentences to share in the Grotto area using phonic knowledge.

What makes you happy? How can we help others to be happy?
Key Knowledge- collaboration, such as parachute activities and ring games, stability in staffing, key person relationships and in grouping of the children
Key Vocabulary– Happy, smile, laugh, giggle, hug, share, kind, play, friend, quiet, listen Key
Skills Developed
Self-confidence and self-awareness- to develop confidence in who they are and what they
can do and in expressing their own ideas
Managing feelings and behaviour– to understand their own feelings and other people’s feelings, and how they learn to manage their feelings without letting them spill out at every small
annoyance they meet.
Making relationships- to get along with other children and with adults

Understanding the World/Science

PE

English

Key Skills— Travelling using equipment.
Unit Title—Emergency Services and People that help us!
Key Knowledge-Ch to understand which professional that helps us with which topic.
For example fire, emergency, nurse, doctor,
Key Vocabulary—Fire fighters, doctors, nurses, paramedics, police officers, dentists, vets, opticians, lollipop people, lifeguards, teachers, postal workers, mountain
rescuers, milk deliverers, mechanics, lunchtime supervisors, taxi drivers, librarians,
caretakers, bus drivers, builders, refuse collectors, reflective clothes high visibility jackets.

Key Vocabulary— mats, benches, hoops, high, low, roll,
bunny hop, over, under, through.

Key Texts– The Naughty Bus, Charlie the Fire-fighter, People who help us!
Key skills-Grammatical knowledge developed– Build Mr SC with children, ch to understand each
element of Sentence structure.
Phonics Phase- Differentiated groups continued HA with LD

Music—Charanga Unit
French-French essentials

Key Skills Developed—Remembers and talks about significant events in their own
experiences. Link professionals with professions and understand why and when you
may need them.

Phase 2 and 3
Key vocabulary- CL, FS, Finger spaces, Phoneme, Grapheme, diagraph, triagraph, Paramedics,
ambulance, 999, emergency, rescue, help

Reception
Spring 1 Emergency Services and People that help us

People and Communities / History or/and Geography
Unit Title—Toys

Key Texts- The Naughty Bus, Charlie the Fire-fighter, People
who help us!
Christian Value—Trust
PSCHE Focus—Families/People Who Care/Online Friends

Environment Maths

Weighing objects and checking lighter and heavier

Key Skills Developed—Explain what they know about toys today. Explain how we can find out
about the past. Describe features of different toys. Recognise old and new toys. Use words

Environment Writing
Labels models with own name and name of

Expressive Arts and Design
Unit Title—Building Model Shape Houses

creation around the classroom and
retrieve it.

Key Knowledge-

triangle based prism, cuboid, house, tower, castle, tall, small, big.

Key Skills Developed– Manipulates materials to achieve a planned effect.
Constructs with a purpose in mind, using a variety of resources.
Selects appropriate resources and adapts work where necessary.
Outcome—Children can Use familiar objects and common shapes to create and recreate patterns and build models

Key Knowledge— Counting to 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10

calculation, count, point, next, number and sort

RE
Unit Title—Stories Jesus read and Stories Jesus heard
Key Questions—
Where will you find the stories which Jesus told?
To whom did he tell these stories?
What do the stories teach us?
Why did Jesus tell stories? What stories did Jesus hear when he was a boy?
Do you like listening to stories?
What are your favourite stories?
Where and when do you hear stories?
Who tells you stories?
Key Knowledge—introduce pupils to stories of the Old Testament and understand that Jesus
would have heard these stories as he was growing up. Explore the stories that Jesus told and
know that he told them to teach us about

Key Vocabulary—Shapes, boxes, tubes, build, join, balance, make, create, sides, face, triangle, circle, rectangle, square, cube, cylinder,

Key Questions-What shapes can you see?
What is this shape called?
What shape are the sides of this box?
What boxes are you going to use?
How could you use this shape?
What could we use for the roof?
How could we stack these pieces?
Do they balance?
Why does this shape roll?
How many pieces have you used?
Can you tell me about your house?

Number Bonds to 5

Sharing a number of objects fairly between 2 or
more people
Writing numerals

Key Vocabulary—Toys, old, new, past, now, long time ago, History, memory.

Focus—Recite numbers in sequence, counting 1-20,

Key Vocabulary—Counting on, number names, less, more, few, add, take-away, equals,

Key Knowledge—To learn about changes within living memory by exploring toys from today. To
understand some of the ways in which we find out about the past by identifying different
sources. To use sources to ask and answer questions in the context of finding out about toys
from the past. comparing similar toys from different period.

Maths

Key Vocabulary—Bible, Old Testament, God, Jesus, Creation, Noah, Joseph, Moses, Joshua,
Enhancement Ops

Gideon, Jonah, David, Goliath and Israelites, parable, gospels.

Visitors to school
Mrs West-Crossing patrol
Mr Brown-GP
Mrs Sylvester-Police service

Personal, social and emotional education
Unit Title—
Key Knowledge—To understand that other people have feelings and what affects them.
Key Vocabulary–
Key Skills Developed -Express and Communicate different feelings and emotions.
Gradually able to engage in pretend play with toys (supports child to understand their own thinking may be different
from others).
Developing Communication: Listen and respond to others in familiar contexts.

Understanding the World/Science

Unit Title—Winter to Spring
Key questions—What new plants can you see? What do you notice about the trees? What is the weather like today?
How has the weather changed this week? What happens in spring?

PE
Key Skills— Dance (.Seasons) Racquet Skills

Key Texts– Eliza and the Moon Child, I Love You, Blue Kangaroo

Key Vocabulary— movement, speed, style, copy, repetition, motif, sequence, unison, canon, mirroring, improvise, level, transition, timing,
dance, music, idea, action, travel, stimulus

Key questions—What do you think will happen next? What is your favourite toy? Why do you think that this happened? What do you think will happen next?

Key Knowledge-that there are four seasons in a year, that things grow in Spring, that lots of animals give birth in
Spring, the names of different baby animals, how weather changes from winter to spring
Key Vocabulary—spring, winter, seasons, cold, hot, wet, dry, rain, storm

English

Key skills— predicting next steps in a story, spotting patterned language, creating narratives, read and understand
sentences, use decoding and context to help read unfamiliar words, write simple sentences, spell some irregular words c
Grammatical knowledge developed– finger spaces, capital letters, sentence structure, full stops

Music—Support from Bury Music Service (see plans provided by T Power)

Key Skills Developed—make observations of the natural world, make links and connections based on their own observations, explain what they have noticed about the world around them

Phonics Phase– 3 and 4
Key vocabulary- CL, FS, Finger spaces, Phoneme, Grapheme, diagraph, trigraph, story, setting, character
Links to Early Learning Goals—Children listen attentively in a range of situations. They listen to stories, accurately
anticipating key events and respond to what they hear with relevant comments, questions or actions. They answer
‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experiences and in response to stories or events; They develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting ideas or events; use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways which match
their spoken sounds, write some irregular common words, write simple sentences which can be read by themselves and
others, make phonetic plausible attempts at spelling unknown words

Links to Early Learning Goals—know about similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living
things, they make observations of animals and plants and explain why some things occur and talk about changes

Reception
Spring/Weather/Toys/Illustrations
Key Texts– Eliza and the Moon Child; I Love You, Blue Kangaroo
People and Communities / History or/and Geography
Unit Title—Toys

Christian Value—Forgiveness
PSCHE Focus—Respectful Relationships

Key Vocabulary—Toys, old, new, past, now, long time ago, History, memory.
Key Skills Developed—Explain what they know about toys today. Explain how we can find out about the past. Describe features of different toys. Recognise old and new toys. Use words relating to the passing of time.
Links to Early Learning Goals—talk about past and present events in their own lives and in the lives of family members;
They use past, present and future forms accurately when talking about events that have happened or are to happen in
the future.

Environment Maths
Counting farm animals

Key Knowledge— that colours can be mixed, that you can make different colours by mixing colours, what colours can
be mixed, that artists can hide meaning in pictures, that we can have our own ideas about different pictures

RE

Ordering sizes of animals
Grouping animals

Unit Title—Easter
Key Questions—What is love? Where is love? Who do you love? Who loves you? How do you/
they show that love? How did Jesus show that he loved us?

Label making in the small world
Label making for construction
Nature collection—sentences about what we have found

Key Vocabulary—illustrator, water colours, mixing, paint, brush, stroke
Key Questions-what colours can we mix? What colours make….? What could we draw to illustrate this story? Why do
you think the artist has painted this picture? Which painting do you like best and why? Thinking questions around art
by Emma Chichester-Clark.

Enhancement Ops

Key Skills Developed—colour mixing, brush control, using different tools to paint, matching images to sentences, observational painting

Planting

Links to Early Learning Goals—safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with
colour, design, texture, form and function; represent their own ideas in art

Links to Early Learning Goals—Count reliably from 1-20, placethem in order and say which number is one more or one
less than a given number, add and subtract two single-digit number; use everyday language to talk about size, recognise, create and describe patterns, explore characteristic of everyday objects and use mathematical language to describe
them

Comparing sizes of plants and trees

Sentence writing for illustrations

Unit Title—Emma Chichester-Clark

Key questions—how many dots? How many altogether? Is there more than one way to make? Can you find more than
one way to arrange your plates? (see white rose planning for more questions)

Key Vocabulary—triangles, shapes, squares, rectangles, circles, 2D, 3D

Environment Writing

Expressive Arts and Design

Focus—Comparing groups to 10, addition to 10, shape and space

Key Knowledge— number bonds to 10, one more and one less, use of 10 frame, use of part-whole model,

Key questions—What did Grandma and Grandad play with? What did Mummy and Daddy play with? What is your
favourite toy? What differences do you notice between the old and new toys?
Key Knowledge—that toys have changed in living memory, that our grandparents and parents played with different
toys to us and some of the same toys, that electronic toys were not around 100 years ago

Maths

Diversity Week

Nature Walks

Key Knowledge—Jesus rode into Jerusalem on a donkey on Palm Sunday. Jesus died on the
cross on Good Friday. we (Christians) believe that Jesus rose on Easter Day and is alive today.
Easter is the most important time of the year for the Church.
Key Skills Developed—tell you that Christians believe Jesus died for us because he loves us.
briefly retell the story of Easter. identify symbols associated with Easter. talk about their own
experiences of love and other emotions expressed in the Easter Story. ask questions about the
Easter story.

Home learning grid 1 and 2 Understanding the World/Science

PE

Unit Title—Freezing and melting Key Knowledge-understand water is a liquid, can be frozen to become a solid. Ice will
melt when not in the freezer.

Key Skills— Yoga, To inspire young children to enjoy moving while developing
communication & social skills.• Mindful movement, combined with quieter breath &
relaxation lay the foundations for self-regulation and coping skills for mental wellbeing. Key Vocabulary— pose, stretch, movement exercises, relax, breath, warm up,
cool down.

Key questions—What do you think will happen to the water?
What happened to the water when we put it in the freezer?
Have you seen ice before?
What do you think will happen to the ice cubes?
Can you tell me what is happening?
What does it feel like?
What happens to the ice cubes as they get warmer?
What do you think will happen if we put the ice cube in the sun? In the fridge? In the cupboard?
What might happen if we put the melted ice cubes back in the freezer?
What words could we use to describe what happened to the ice cubes?
What did you find out?

Music—Charanga scheme of work and resources
as recommended by Bury Music Service

Reception Summer 2

cience Readers: A Closer Look: Melting and Freezing
Unit Title—Pakistan

Christian Value—Compassion
PSCHE Focus—Living the Wider World

Key questions—Where is Pakistan on the globe or on the map of the world?

Similarities, between Eid and Christmas, clothes, food, celebration and family time.
Key Vocabulary—Flag, Pakistan, Lahore, Urdu, English, similar, different.
Key Skills Developed—Explain what they know about teaching in Pakistan. Explain how we can find out about Pakistan
using the internet, books and our sister school in Lahore.

Environment Maths

Key Knowledge— materials used to build homes on Pakistan and England

Ordering sizes of animals
Grouping animals

Label making in the small world
Writing words, captions or sentences use within our prayers.
Nature collection—sentences about what we have found

Key Vocabulary—materials, wood, bricks, metal, water resistant, water proof, past, present,
Key Questions-What are the houses in England made of? What material do you think we should use and why? Why
are the houses in England different to the ones in Pakistan.
Key Skills Developed—Measuring, estimate, build, attach, plan, discuss and explain.
Links to Early Learning Goals—safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with
colour, design, texture, form and function; represent their own ideas in art

Key vocabulary- CL, FS, Finger spaces, Phoneme, Grapheme, diagraph, trigraph, story, setting, character
Links to Early Learning Goals—Children listen attentively in a range of situations. They listen to stories, accurately
anticipating key events and respond to what they hear with relevant comments, questions or actions. They answer
‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experiences and in response to stories or events; They develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting ideas or events; use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways which match
their spoken sounds, write some irregular common words, write simple sentences which can be read by themselves and
others, make phonetic plausible attempts at spelling unknown words

Maths
Focus—counting to 20, simple and complex patterns, addition, subtraction
Key questions—how many dots? How many altogether? Is there more than one way to make? Can you find more than one way to
arrange your plates? (see white rose planning for more questions)
Key Knowledge— make simple patterns, how to create more complex patterns, adding more, taking away and counting to 20.

Links to Early Learning Goals—Count reliably from 1-20, place them in order and say which number is one more or one less than a
given number, add and subtract two single-digit number; use everyday language to talk about size, recognise, create and describe patterns, explore characteristic of everyday objects and use mathematical language to describe them.

Comparing sizes of plants and trees

Sentence writing for illustrations

Continue, Unit Title—Homes

Phonics Phase– 3 and 4

Counting farm animals

Environment Writing

Expressive Arts and Design

Key skills— predicting next steps in a story, spotting patterned language, creating narratives, read and understand
sentences, use decoding and context to help read unfamiliar words, write simple sentences, spell some irregular words c

Key Vocabulary—repeat pattern, more, less, altogether, same as, calculation, careful counting

What language do they speak in Pakistan? What do the children learn in Early Years in Pakistan? How do children
access books?
Key Knowledge—children will recognise Pakistan on the globe and compare its size to UK. Children will learn handy
phrases in Pakistan (Urdu), for example, hello, bye and how are you? Children will learn about how children their age
in Pakistan dress and why? Kitab Gari is a Library in a Rickshaw, children can borrow and buy books

Key questions—What do you think will happen next, can you make a prediction? Why do you think that this happened? How would you change the end of the story and why?

Pakistan
Key Texts– Bano, Billoo, and Amai: The Paper Doll Book, Rani and the
Flood By Rumana Husain S

People and Communities / History or/and Geography

Key Texts– Bano, Billoo, and Amai: The Paper Doll Book, Rani and the Flood By Rumana Husain

Grammatical knowledge developed– finger spaces, capital letters, sentence structure, full stops

Key Vocabulary--Water, ice, ice cube, cold, warm, hot, melt, melting, melted, changes, turns, same, different, freezer.
Resources--Ice cube trays, water, food colouring, small jugs, small bowls or cups, Ice Cube Posters. (Access to a freezer
will also be required.) Learning intention—Children to use the scientific vocabulary and discuss why things happen and

English

Enhancement Ops
Visitors, trips and speakers
Visit a mosque to understand the place of worship for a Muslim.
Parents and carers that can share experience learning in Pakistan
To be completed nearer the time

RE
Unit Title—What is prayer?
Key Questions—What is a prayer? How do we pray? Where do people pray?
When you talk to God what do you say? How does God listen to and answer our prayers? Can
you think of different ways to pray? When do people pray? Can you think of some reasons why
people pray?
Key Knowledge—Jesus taught his disciples (us) the Lord’s Prayer. Prayer is a form of communication with God. Prayer is expressed in a variety of ways. Prayer is expressed in a variety of
ways.
Key Skills Developed—start children on their journey towards understanding what prayer is and
the different ways people of faith talk to God.

Understanding the World/Science

Unit Title—Animals in the country and animals in towns.
Key questions—What are the differences in a town and a country? Why do certain
animals prefer the town to the country and visa versa? What do these animals live on?
Trees, flowers, nest, pond and hedge are some animal homes. Do we have any of these
“homes” at our school? Which ones? Can you guess what wildlife might live in each
one? Can you think of a way that we can help birds in our school grounds?
Key Vocabulary--Town, country, village, city, country, farm, house, pros, cons, different,
similar.

PE
Key Skills— Yoga, To inspire young children to enjoy moving while developing
communication & social skills.• Mindful movement, combined with quieter breath &
relaxation lay the foundations for self-regulation and coping skills for mental wellbeing. Key Vocabulary— pose, stretch, movement exercises, relax, breath, warm up,
cool down.

English
Key Texts– The Three Little Wolves and the Big Bad Pig is a children's picture book written by Eugene Trivizas, Mr
Wolf’s Pancakes, Goldilocks and Just One Bear Book by Leigh Hodgkinson and The Town Mouse And The Country
Mouse Story
Key questions—What id different about this book in comparison to the original story? Which one do you prefer and
why? How would you change the end of the story and why?
Key skills— predicting next steps in a story, spotting patterned language, creating narratives, read and understand
sentences, use decoding and context to help read unfamiliar words, write simple sentences, spell some irregular words c

Music—Charango scheme of work and resources
as recommended by Bury Music Service

Resources--https://www.rspb.org.uk/globalassets/downloads/kids--schools/teachingresources/gnah-teachers-notes_ppl.pdf Pallets, bricks, rubble, soil, mud and bird seeds.

Grammatical knowledge developed– finger spaces, capital letters, sentence structure, full stops
Phonics Phase– 4 and 5
Key vocabulary- CL, FS, Finger spaces, Phoneme, Grapheme, diagraph, trigraph, story, setting, character, noun

Reception Summer 2
Fairy tales told in a different perspective,

Links to Early Learning Goals—Children listen attentively in a range of situations. They listen to stories, accurately
anticipating key events and respond to what they hear with relevant comments, questions or actions. They answer
‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experiences and in response to stories or events; They develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting ideas or events; use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways which match
their spoken sounds, write some irregular common words, write simple sentences which can be read by themselves and

Town and country, Food

People and Communities / History or/and Geography
Unit Title—Differences and similarities between a town and a country.
Key questions—What are the key differences between a town and a country?

Key Texts– The Three Little Wolves and the Big Bad Pig is a children's
picture book written by Eugene Trivizas, Mr Wolf’s Pancakes, Goldilocks and Just One Bear Book by Leigh Hodgkinson and The Town Mouse
And The Country Mouse Story
Christian Value—Hope
PSCHE Focus—Being safe

What are the similarities in a town and a country?
Environment Maths

Comparing sizes countries and towns

Key Vocabulary—United Kingdom, Globe, Atlas, Map, country, town, place

Ordering sizes of Mr Wolf’s Pancakes

Counting flags and people

Grouping flags with similar patterns and colours

Key Skills Developed—Map reading, listening, understanding, discussing, retaining information,
computing skills.
Environment Writing
Sentence writing for illustrations

Expressive Arts and Design
Continue, Unit Title—Food-Simple cakes

Label making and adding speech bubbles in the small world
Writing words, captions or sentences that you would like characters to use.
Sentences about the differences and similarities of the Fairy tales.

Key Knowledge— Hygiene, names of basic utensils, following instructions.

Key Skills Developed—Listening, measuring, weighing, prediction, discuss and explain.
Links to Early Learning Goals—safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, design, texture, form and function.

Key questions—how many dots? How many doubles can you make? Can you make a ladybird that is not double and
tell me why? Ask the children to get into pairs. Can they do this? Why not? Does this mean there is a even number of
children in today or a odd number?
Key Knowledge— how to double, half, measure, weigh.

Links to Early Learning Goals—Children use everyday language to talk about size, weight, capacity, position, distance,
time and money to compare quantities and objects and to solve problems. They solve problems, including doubling,
halving and sharing.

RE
Unit Title—Special Times
Key Questions—How do we celebrate special times? When are your special times? How are
special times celebrated? What makes time special? Where do people go for their special times
of prayer? Why does the church celebrate Pentecost?
Key Knowledge—the arrival of the holy spirit is remembered at Pentecost. People of faith have
special times of prayer. Special times create memories and celebrating special times is
Important.
Key Vocabulary—Anniversary, Christening, Baptism, wedding, celebration, Holy Spirit, funeral,
birthday and prayer.
Key Skills Developed—Develop pupils understanding of Special times. Increase their knowledge
of how special times are celebrated.

Key Vocabulary—Wash, clean , Stir, bake, combine, weigh, tip, fold.
Key Questions-Why do I need to have clean hands and utensils? Why do we need to follow the
instructions in the correct order? Why do we need to have an adult to help us? Why do we
need to weigh the ingredients?

Focus—doubling, halving, odds and evens, length, height, distance, weight, capacity.

Key Vocabulary—double, halve, odd, even, measure, length, weight, scales, capacity.

Key Knowledge—Understand the differences between a ‘town’ and the ‘countryside’. Use key
words about the town and countryside. Name the countries of the UK. Locate the UK using a
map.

Resources—Globe, flags, maps,

Maths

Enhancement Ops
Visitors, trips and speakers
Create a play using the different Fairy tale story and act it out for Year1.
Parents and carers invited in to speak to the children making right from
past wrongs.

